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ABSTRACT 
In a recent paper, Friedland, Hershkowitz, and Schneider introduced a new 
matrix product called the inflation product and a new class of matrices called inflators. 
Fundamental to the constructions were certain idempotent matrices associated with 
the inflators. This paper studies the structure of the idempotent matrix associated with 
an inflator. In particular, it is shown that if the idempotent associated with an inflator 
has rank greater than one, then the idempotent can be split into several pairwise 
orthogonal idempotents of lower rank such that the resultant idempotents are associ- 
ated with inflators which are inflation product factors of the original inflator. The 
indecomposable idempotents associated with the decomposition of an inflator are 
characterized in terms of rank, and are shown to be generally nonunique. The number 
of indecomposable idempotents in a splitting is shown to be invariant. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [l], Friedland, Hershkowitz, and Schneider introduced 
the concept of the inflation product. The inflation product was used by those 
authors to construct the members of a certain subclass of Zmatrices called 
the ZME-matrices. The ZME-matrices, which are matrices all of whose 
positive powers are &matrices, all of whose odd powers are irreducible, and 
all of whose even powers are completely reducible, were shown to be 
diagonalizable matrices with real spectra whose spectral projectors were 
certain pairwise orthogonal, idempotent matrices. Each such idempotent was 
associated with a special type of matrix called an inflator. Consequently, the 
fundamental building blocks in the constructions in [l] are inflators. Inflators 
have been the subject of several recent papers [2]-[5]. 
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This paper studies the structure of the idempotent matrix associated with 
an inflator. In particular, it is shown that if the idempotent associated with an 
inflator has rank greater than one, then the idempotent can be split into 
several pairwise orthogonal idempotents of lower rank such that the resultant 
idempotents are associated with inflators which are inflation product factors 
of the original inflator. This process of splitting an idempotent associated 
with an inflator is called decomposition. In relation to ZME-matrices, 
decomposition plays a key role in the study of spectral perturbations which 
preserve membership in the class of ZME-matrices [2, 31. It will be shown in 
this paper that the idecomposable idempotents are precisely those of rank 
one. It will also be shown that the resultant idempotents from a decom- 
position are not generally unique, and that the only invariant for a decompo- 
sition of an idempotent associated with an inflator into indecomposable 
idempotents associated with inflators is the total number of idecomposable 
idempotents in such a splitting, and that number is exactly the rank of the 
original idempotent. It is useful to consider the example in Section 3. 
The principal results of this paper are Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, which are 
the fundamental decomposition theorems, and Theorem 5.2, which relates 
decomposition to inflation sequences. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
Throughout this paper, J?,,,(%) will be the set of all m x n matrices 
over the set 9, where 9 is either W or C. The support of a matrix A in 
A,,, ,(P) is the set {(i, j): aij #O}. Two matrices are said to have rwnover- 
la&ing support if their supports have empty intersection. Two square 
matrices are said to be orthogonal if their product is the zero matrix. The set 
of 1 x n matrices over 96 will be denoted as St”, and the term “vector” will 
always mean row vector. A strictly rwnzero matrix (strictly rwnzero vector) 
will be a matrix (vector) each of whose entries is nonzero. A strictly positive 
matrix (strictly positive vector) will be a real matrix (vector) each of whose 
entries is positive. 
Let m and n be positive integers with m Q n. An m-partition of n is a 
partition of the set { 1,2,. . . , n } into an ordered collection of m nonempty, 
disjoint sets such that the elements within each set are arranged in ascending 
order. 
Throughout this paper, the following conventions are assumed: First, m 
and n are positive integers with m d n; and second, the set II is an 
m-partition of n given by B,, B,, . . . , B,. 
Let U be in -M,,,(C). The partition II induces a block partitioning of 
the matrix U as follows: For 1~ i, j < m, the i, j block of U consists of all 
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entries U& such that a is in Bj and /3 is in Bj. Denote the i, j block of U by 
‘(i,j)* 
Let x be in CR. Then II partitions x into m subvectors such that the ith 
subvector has entries ru, where a E Bi. Denote the ith subvector by xCi). 
Let A be in .M,,,(C). Let U be in &,,JC). The inflation matrix of A 
by U with respect to the partition II is the n X n matrix denoted by A XX U, 
which is defined as follows: For each a and j3 in { 1,2,. . . , n }, there exist 
unique indices r and s such that a E B, and Jl E B,; let (A XX U),, = arsUa8. 
Equivalently, in the block partition induced by the partition II, 
(A xx U),,,,, = %U@,S) for each r and s. When the partitions are clear, 
A XX U will be called A inflated by U. This is the definition of inflation 
given in [l, Definition 4.11. 
If uisinQ=mandvisinQ=“,thenforeachiin{1,2,...,m},let(u~~v) 
be the vector in C” defined by (u XX o)(i) = u~I.I(~) for each i, where the 
partitioning is with respect to II. Then u XX 0 is called the inflation vector 
of u by v with respect to the partition II. 
The following theorem is stated in [l] for matrices, and an explicit proof 
can be found in [4] for both vectors and matrices. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Associativity of inflation). Let p be a positive integer such 
that n < p. Let 52 be an n-partition of p. Let A be in J!,,,(C). Let U be in 
JI,,, ,(C). Let V be in JI,, ,(C). Then there exists an m-partition IT of p such 
that 
(AxxU)XXV=AXX(UXXV). 
Further, if a is in C *, u is in C “, arw! u is in 62 p, then 
(aXXu)XXu=aXX(uXXu), 
where the partition on the right is r. 
Let U be in J?,_(C). The matrix U is called an inflator (with respect to 
II) if there exist vectors u and ii in C ” which are partitioned by II such that 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) u and ii are strictly nonzero vectors. 
(ii) For 1 < i, j < m, UCi, jj = [~~~)]~[ti(~)]. 
(iii) For 1 < i < m, ~~~)[fi(,)]~ = 1. 
The pair of vectors u and ii is called a generating pair for the inflator U. The 
matrix U is called a normulized inflator if u and zi can be chosen so that 
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they also satisfy a fourth condition: 
(iv) For 1~ i Q m, uCij[uCij] * = 2iCij[ziCij] *. 
Observe that U = u’[ 2;]. (These conditions are Definition 4.3 of [l].) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let U be an inflator with respect to II. Then U is a strictly 
nonzero matrix, and the following hold: 
(i) For 1 < i, j, k 6 m, U(i,j)‘cj,k) = Uci,k)* 
(ii) For 1~ i < m, Uci, ij is an irreducible, idempotent matrix of rank one. 
(iii) For all matrices A and B in Mm,,(C), (A XX U)(B XX U) = 
(AB)xx U. 
(iv) For each matrix A in J?,,,,,(C), rank(A XX U) = rank A. 
Proof. See [l, section 41. w 
THEOREM 2.3. Let p be a positive integer with n Q p. Let G be an 
n-partition of p given by the oro%red collection of sets C,, C,, . . . , C,,. Let r be 
the m-partition of p derived from II and 0. Then l? is given by the ordered 
collection of sets D,, D2,, . . . , D,,, where 
Di= u Cj. 
j E B, 
Let U in J?,,,(C) be an inflator associated with II, and let u and zi be a 
generating pair for U. Let V in _MPJC) be an inflator associated with 9, 
and let v and ii be a generating pair for V. Let W = U XX V with respect to 
!J. Then W is an injlutor associated with I?, and W bus generating pair 
uXXvand2iXX8. 
Proof. See [4, Theorem 3.21. w 
LEMMA 2.4. Let U be an inflator. Suppose that U is a real matrix. Then 
U has a generating pair consisting of real vectors; and further, if U is 
normulized, then there is a generating pair of real vectors which sati& the 
norm&z&ion condition. 
Proof. See [4, Lemma 3.61. n 
Let U be an inflator associated with the m-partition II of n. The matrix 
G(U) is defined by G(U) = I, - (I, XX U). Thus G(U) can be expressed as 
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the (internal) direct sum 
Thus G(U) is permutation similar to a block-diagonal matrix. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let U be an inflator associated with the m-partition II of 
n. Then G(U) is an idempotent matrix of rank n - m. Further, each of the 
blocks [I - U+,] is an irreducible, idempotent matrix with nullity one such 
that every offdiagonal entry is nonzero. Finally, B[G( U)] = [G(U)]B = 0 
for some B in M,.,(C) if and only if B = A XX U fm sm A in J?,,,(C). 
Proof. See [l, Section 41. n 
THEOREM 2.6. Let p be a positive integer with n Q p. Let &? be an 
n-partition of p given by the ordered collection of sets C,, C,, . . . , C,,. Let r be 
the m-partition of p derived fixnn II and Q as in Theorem 2.3. Let U in 
M,,,(C) be an inflator associated with II, and let V in _MPJQ=) be an 
inflator associated with Q. Let W = U XX V with respect to &?. Then the 
inflator W associated with the partition I satisfies: 
(i) G(W)=G(U)xxV+G(V), 
(ii) rank[G(W)] = rank[G(U)] +rank[G(V)]. 
Proof. From the preceding theorem, W is an inflator associated with an 
m-partition of p. By Lemma 2.5, rank[G( W)] = p - m, rank[G(U)] = n - m, 
and rank[G(V)] = p - n. Thus ( ii is immediate. It remains to show (i). ) 
Throughout, the notation from Theorem 2.3 and its proof will be adopted. 
Thus the partition lI for U is expressed in terms of sets Bi, the partition !J 
for V is expressed in terms of sets Ci, and the partition I for W is expressed 
in terms of sets Di (with di = 1 Oil for each i). Blocks with respect to I 
will be denoted by ( , ), while blocks with respect to 52 will be denoted 
by ( 3 >*. 
Observe that 
(2.7) 
Since the block partitioning of V subpartitions the block partitioning of W, 
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and since [G(V)] (i, jj* = 0 if i # j, 
if i# j, 
(2.8) if i= j. 
Additionally, [G(U) XX V] (i, j) subpartitions into blocks of the form 
(2.9) [G(U)XXV]+,,,* = [G(%r]V+,,,* 
for each OL in Bi and each p in Bj. Since G(U),B = 0 unless i = j, 
[G(U)XXV](i,j)=O if i+j. 
Thus, in proving (i), it suffices to show that for 1~ i < m, 
[G(W)I<i,i> = [G(U) XX VI (i,i> +[G(V)] (i,i)* 
Fix i. Subpartition the (i, i) block into (r, s>* blocks where 1~ r, s < JBiJ. 
It suffices to prove that for each r and s, 
(2.10) [G(W)]{,,,,* = [G(U)XX VI,,,,,* + [G(V)]+)*. 
First, suppose that T = s. Since W is an inflator, it has a generating pair w 
and 3 given by Theorem 2.3. Thus W = wt [ $1. Then (2.7) becomes 
Thus 
[G(W)l(r,r,*=b,,- b;~(,)l~[W(,)] =I,,- br&l.V(r,r)*- 
The (r, r)* subblock of [G(U) XX V] is 
[G(U) XX V](r,r,* = G(U),;V<,,,)* = [I - %&I +.+a. 
Finally, the (r, r)* subblock of G(V) is 
[G(V)] (r,r)* = I,,- v(r,r)*- 
Clearly, (2.10) holds when r = s. 
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Suppose that r # s. Note that G(V)<,,,), = 0 is immediate from the 
definition of G(V). Since r # s, the (r, s)* subblock is an off-diagonal 
subblock. Thus 
[G(W)l(r,sy =-W<r,s,* = - bryr,]” [“s.fi,,,] 
The (r, a)* subblock of G(U) XX V is 
[G(U) xx V1,r.q = G(U)rs~V~,,,~* = [ - ~,~,I -V(r,s,- 
Thus (2.10) holds when r # s. n 
3. AN EXAMPLE OF MULTIPLE DECOMPOSITIONS 
Consider the rank-three idempotent matrix 
1 B=- 
75 
I 66 - 12 - 12 59 
- 15 - 20 
- 15 - 20 
Then B = G(W), where W is the inflator with generating pair w and w, 
where 
w=&3 4 5 5). 
Next, two decomposition of G(W) will be exhibited. The first one is a 
decomposition into three idempotents, two with nonoverlapping support. The 
second one is a decomposition into three idempotents, all with overlapping 
supports. 
Let Vi = [ui]‘[ui] for i = 1,2,3, where ui=(l/fi)(l a), us = 
(l/&)(6 11 11, and us = i(3 4 15 15). Note that w = ui XX u2 XX ug. Thus 
W = U, XX U, XX Us. Let E, = G(U,) XX U, XX U,, let E, = G(Q) XX U,, 
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and let E, = G(Q). Then 
r 36 48 -30 -301 
El=&) _;; _g -g -g 3 
i - 30 - 40 25 25 I 
E,= [O]@[O]@;[ _; -;], 
-l;]e[o]CB[o]. 
Let V; = [vi]‘[ui] for i = 1,2,3, where u1 = (l/6)(& l), u2 = (l/a) 
(1 II&), and u,=$(3 41515). Note that w=u,XXu,XXu,. Thus W= 
V, XX V, XX V,. Let F, = G(V,) XX V, XX V,, let F, = G(V,) XX V,, and let 
F3 = G(V,). Then 
i 
36 48 - 30 - 30 
- 40 - 40 
F1=& -;; -2 2Jj 25 ’ 
- 30 - 40 25 25 1 
Finally, observe that G(W) = E, + E, + E, = Fl + F, + F3. Thus G(W) has 
at least two different decompositions into rank-one idempotents associated 
with inflators. In fact, it is can be shown that these two decompositions are 
the only such decompositions for which the corresponding inflators are 
strictly positive matrices. However, it can also be shown that the inflators are 
not unique. In particular, there exists another pair of strictly positive inflators 
for the pair E, and E,. (See [3, p. 851.) 
4. DECOMPOSITION THEOREMS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let W be an inf2ator such that G(W) has rank r for 
somer>,2. ThenthereexistinflatorsUandVsuchthatG(U)hasrankone, 
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G(V)husrankr-l,andW=U~~W.IfWissymmttic,thenUadV 
may be chosen to be symmetric. 
Proof. By the definition of an inflator, W has a generating pair con- 
sisting of strictly nonzero, partitioned vectors w and zi, such that W = ~93. 
In providing the existence of U and V, it suffices, by the definition of an 
inflator, to exhibit strictly nonzero, partitioned vectors u, zi, u, and 6 such 
that W= [u%]XX[u%]. 
Suppose that W has block order m. Then the vectors w and & can be 
expressed as 
Let s be the rank of the largest diagonal block of G( W ). Since the rank of 
G(W) is T, which is greater than one, either s > 2, or else there are at least 
two rank-one diagonal blocks in G(W). These two cases will be treated 
separately. 
Suppose that inflators U and V exist such that W = U XX V. By Theorem 
2.6, it follows that if rank[G(U)] = 1, then 
rank[G(V)] = rank[G(W)] - rank[G(U)] = r - 1. 
Case 1: Suppose that s = 1. Choose an index (Y such that G(W){,,,) is 
rank one. Then by Lemma 2.5, Wcu, aj is a 2 X 2 matrix. Thus w(,) has two 
elements. Since w and ti, are a generating pair for W, wcaj = (v,. p,J for 
some complex numbers v, and pcL, with 0 < ]Y~]< 1 and 0 < ]p,] < 1. Similarly, 
d,,, = (;a, Iii,), wh ere the magnitudes of fi, and fi, are between zero and 
one, strictly. Let u and 4 be the following block-partitioned vectors, each 
with m blocks: 
i 
w(4 if i=a, 
U(i) = 1 
if i#cu, 
1 
%, 
‘(i) = 1 
if i=ff, 
if i#a. 
Since W is an inflator, [WC,,] 5.2(u) = 1, SO [Ucij] %cij = 1 for 1 Q i d m. 
Clearly u(i) and GUI) are strictly nonzero for each i. Thus U = u% is an 
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inflator. If W is symmetric, then w and d can be chosen to be equal by 
Lemma 2.9 of [3], and then the symmetry of U is obvious. If W is 
normalized, then w(,) [ w(,)] * = d,,, [ &,,,] *; thus ucij [ ucij] * = tici) [ tici)] * 
for each i. That is, U is normalized. Finally, G(U) has a unique, nontrivial, 
diagonal block: the (Y, (Y block, which is 2 X 2; hence rank[G(U)] = 1. Let o 
and G be the following block-partitioned vectors each with m + 1 blocks 
(where blocks are denoted by ( .) * ): 
( w(i) 
if lgi<a, 
“(i)* = 1 if i=a,a+l, 
w(i-l) if cu+l<i(m+l, 
3(i) if l<i<cu, 
at;‘,* = 
( 
1 if i=a,a+l, 
'(i-1) if fx+l<i<m+l. 
Since W is an inflator, [ w<~,]%~~, = 1 for 1 Q j < k, so [t~~~~*]~i?~~~~ = 1 for 
1 < i < m + 1. Clearly O(i)* and 8(i)* are strictly nonzero for each i. Thus 
V = u% is an inflator. If W is symmetric, then it is clear that V is symmetric. 
If W is normalized, then for each i, wci) [ wcij]* = tZ,i,[tZcil] *; thus 
“(i)*[“(i)*l* = 6(i)*[6(i)*l * for each i. That is, V is normalized. Finally, let 
( , ) denote the partitioning of W. Since 
uxxv= [uxxv]‘[&xxs] 
by Theorem 2.3, it suffices to prove that w = u XX v and zi, = zi XX 6. 
Consider u XX TV first. Then for 1~ j < m + 1, 
1. v(j)’ if l<j<a, 
[U XX O](j)* =UjU(j)* = I v; 1 if j = (Y, ~ a .1 if j=a+l, l.u(j-i)* if c~+l<j,<m+l. 
Further, u XX u repartitions into m blocks (with the partition I’): 
i 
w(i) if l<i<cy, 
[UXXU](i)= (V,,/h,) if i=a, 
w(i) if cu<i<m. 
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That is, [u XX ~1~~) = wci) for 1 Q j < m. So u XX 0 = w. Similarly, 6 XX 6 
= &. 
Case 2: Suppose that s > 2. Choose an index (Y such that G(W),,, aj is 
rank s. Then by Lemma 2.5, Wca, aj is an (s + 1) X (s + 1) matrix. The 
subvectors w(,) and 3,,, each have s + 1 entries. The magnitude of each 
entry of w(,) and d,,, lies strictly between zero and one. Label the first 
entry of wcaj as v, and label the first entry of rJ,,, as P. Since W is an 
inflator, w(,) [ Q,, ] 
i 
* = 1. Let A be the positive real number such that 
A2 = 1 - vE. Then lies strictly between zero and one. Let u and zi be the 
following block-partitioned vectors, each with m blocks: 
i 
(v,A) if i=(~, 
U[i] = 1 if i#Ly, 
( 
($,A) if i=a, 
‘[i] = 1 
if i#a. 
Since vE+ X2=1, [u,~~]%,~~ = 1 for 1~ i< m. Clearly u,~] and GLil are 
strictly nonzero for each i. Thus U = u’zi is an inflator. If W is symmetric, 
then w and zi, can be chosen to be equal by Lemma 2.9 of [3]; hence v = P, 
and the symmetry of U is obvious. It follows immediately from v = 8 that U 
is normalized. Finally, G(U) has a unique, nontrivial, diagonal block: the cx, (Y 
block, which is 2 x 2; hence rank[ G(U)] = 1. 
Let y be the length-s vector formed from Wan) as follows: For 1~ i 6 s, 
let yi = X-l[w(,j]i+l. Then y is strictly nonzero. Similarly define the strictly 
nonzero vector ij in terms of X and cc,,. Let o and 6 be the following 
block-partitioned vectors, each with m + 1 blocks: 
w(i) if l<i<e, 
1 
“l(i)) = I if i=a, y if i=cll+l, wci_ij if a+l<i<m+l, 
I 
‘(i) if lgi<cy, 
,. 1 if i=a, 
“l(i)) = fj if i=a+l, 
w(i-l) if a+l<i(m+l. 
Note that wca>[ &,,,I t = vi +~~~~[w~,,]~[~Z~,~]~ = VP +[hy][Ad]‘. Since W 
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is an inflator, w(a) [ &,,,I t = 1. Thus 1= YS + A2.yQt = (l- X2)+ A2.yct. That 
is, ygt = 1. Thus V= ~‘6 is an inflator. By Lemma 2.9 of [3], if W is 
symmetric (hence normalized), then w = 6. Then y = 9; hence V is a 
symmetric (hence normalized) inflator. 
From Theorem 2.3, U XX V = [U XX u] "[ G XX 81. It suffices to prove 
that w = u XX u and ci, = ii XX 6. Consider u XX z). This vector is naturally 
partitioned into m + 1 blocks: 
cUxx u)[jl= 
i 
v.1 if j=a, 
xmy if j=a+l, 
1. w(j-l) if a+l< j<m+l. 
Observe that the vector formed by concatinating v = [w(,)]i and Ay is 
precisely wcn). Thus u XX o repartitions into m blocks (denoted by (a)): 
i 
ww(i) if l<j<cw, 
(UXXU)(j)= (V,XtJ) if j=a, 
w(i) if a<j<m. 
That is, (U XX II)(~) = 20~~) for 1 < j < m. So w = u XX 2). Similarly, 6 = 2i 
xx&Thusw=uxxv. n 
REMARK. The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be modified [3, p. 92 ff.] to 
produce a more general result in the case that the original idempotent G(W) 
has more than one diagonal block with rank greater than zero. Let G(W) be 
of rank r with T z 2. Suppose that G(W) has at least two nontrivial, diagonal 
blocks. Then W can be composed as U XX V such that G(U) XX V and G(V) 
have nonoverlapping supports, and such that the nontrivial, diagonal blocks 
are arbitrarily distributed among G(U) XX V and G(V). 
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2 (The decomposition theorem). Let W be a rank-r inflator 
for some r > 2. Then G(W) can be decomposed into r pairwise orthogonal 
idempotents P,, P2,. . . , P, such that each Pi has rank one. That is, there exist 
r inflators V,,V,,..., V, such that W = Vi XX V, XX . . . XX V,, such that 
Pi=G(V,)xx~+,xx ... XX V, for each i, and such that P,Pj = SijPi for 
all i and j. Further, if W is symmetric, then each Vi is normalized and 
symmetric, and hence each Pi is symmetric. 
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REMAFX. It follows immediately that the only indecomposable idempo- 
tents associated with inflators are the rank-one idempotents. Consequently, in 
a decomposition into indecomposable idempotents, the number of inde- 
composable idempotents is an invariant. 
5. INFLATION SEQUENCES AND DECOMPOSITIONS 
Let no,n,,n,,..., nnk be a sequence of integers such that no = 0 and 
I=n,<n,< ... < nk = n. For 1 < i Q k, let Z’_ i, i be an n,_ r-partition of 
ni. Let U, = [0], the 1 x 1 zero matrix. For 1 < i < k, let Vi be an inflator 
assosiated with Pi _ 1, i. The sequence { Vi }F= i is called an inflation sequence. 
In each of the inflators Vi is normalized for 1 < i < k, then the sequence is 
called a mrmulized inflation sequence. 
If U is the 1X 1 zero matrix, define G(U) to be I,, the 1X 1 identity 
matrix. 
If { Ui }k= i is an inflation sequence, we will adopt the convention that 
G(U,)xx U,,, xx . . . XXU,=G(U,) when i= k. For lgi< k, let Ei= 
G(v,)xx Ui+l xx . . .xxU,.Let ddenotetheset &‘={E,:l<idk}. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let {Vi }f= i be an inflation sequence. For 1~ i Q k, the 
n x n matrix Ei is an idempotent matrix of rank ni - ni_l. Further, the 
elements of 8 are pairwise orthogonal idempotents, and 
i Ei = Z,,. 
i=l 
Proof. See [l, Section 61. n 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that { CJ }k= 1 is an inflation sequence with 
corresponding set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents 1. Suppose that for 
some j, G(U,.) has rank r with r > 2. Then there exist inflators Vi, V,, . . . , V, 
such that Uj = V, XX V, XX . . . XX V,, and such that G(V,) is rank one for 
each i. Let { W,}“,~;~’ be the sequence such that 
i 
vi if l<i<j, 
Wi= Y-j+1 if j<i<j+r, 
Ui-,+I if j+r<i<k+r--1. 
zhn { wi};:=‘;-’ is an inflation sequence. Further, the corresponding set of 
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pairwise orthogonal idempotents is 
9-= [~\{G(Y~)xxWj+,xx ... xxWk}] 
u{G(V,)XX *a- xxV,xx Wj+lXX ... XX W,:l<i<r}. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 2.1,2.3, and 4.2. n 
In [l], it is proven that an n X 12 matrix A is a ZME-matrix if and only if 
the distinct eigenvalues of A satisfy 
and there exists a normalized inflation sequence {Vi }f= r such that Vi is 
strictly positive for i > 2 and such that 
A= i aiEi, 
i=l 
where the Ei are in E. Consequently, decompositions of idempotents asso- 
ciated with the strictly positive inflators play a major role in studying the 
spectral perturbation of Z&E-matrices. Numerous results for this case have 
been established; see [2], [3]. 
The author would like to express his appreciation to Professor Hans 
Schneider at the University of Wisconsin, who supervised the dissertation 
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